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Communications Theories
• Agenda-Setting (1972): What to think about
(prioritization)
• Priming (1982): Frequently-covered topics become
the standards or benchmarks people use to make
decisions and judgements

• Framing (1974): How to think about it
(interpretation)
– Episodic vs. Thematic Frames

Impact of Media

Raises awareness &
Shows human impact
Provides context
elevates issues
SHARED RISK & PROTECTIVE FACTOR APPROACH

Shapes social norms

Illuminates systems-level
failings and creates public
pressure to change

Informs or galvanizes
public response

The “Bad”
• Perpetrators framed as
deviant, sometimes
irrational people
• Framing changes
based on victim and
perpetrator
demographics

There’s a bad apple in
every barrel
• “Nothing to be done”
• Undermines trust in
community
Stories of People Who
are Different From Us
• “Couldn’t happen
to me!”
• Perpetuates bias
and discrimination

The “Bad”
• Sensationalist
Coverage

• Victim-blaming
• Incidents/crimes
not labeled properly

Senseless violence & shocking
tragedies
• Ignores greater context
• Unpredictable and unavoidable

It takes two to tango
• Victim bears some responsibility
• Re-victimizes readers/viewers
• Reduces reporting & help-seeking
behaviors

Doomed or tragic love
• Romanticizes and normalize IPV
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The “Bad”
Why isn’t anyone doing
something about this?

• Sources are usually:
– Public officials
– Friends, family or
neighbors

• Often do not mention
prevention strategies
or resources for help

•
•

Failure to include content-expert
sources excludes necessary context
Failure to include resources/solutions
creates perception they do not exist

The Good
Media can provide context and highlight root causes
“It’s estimated that 1 in 4 women in
the U.S. will experience domestic
violence in their lifetime. While the
public often wonders why women
don’t leave abusive partners, the
answer can often be as simple as
“And where would they go?”
…

Domestic violence is the third
leading cause of homelessness
among families nationwide,
according to the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban
Development.”

Melissa Jeltsen, Huffington Post – New York City

The Good
Media can raise awareness of and humanize public health issues
Black women are 3 to 4 times as likely to
die from pregnancy-related causes as their
white counterparts.
…
Simone Landrum…found out in March
2017 that she was pregnant again and due
in December. ‘I’m not going to lie; though I
had a lot going on, I wanted to give my
boys back the sister they had lost, ‘
Landrum said, looking down at her lap.
‘They don’t forget. Every night they
always say their prayers, like: ‘Goodnight,
Harmony. Goodnight, God. We love you,
sister.’’ She paused and took a breath.
‘But I was also afraid, because of what
happened to me before.’”

Linda Villarosa, New York Times – New Orleans

The Good
Media can simplify complex concepts, amplify expert voices,
and shift public perceptions
“When children grow up surrounded by crime,
their brains can become conditioned to perceive
the world as a dangerous place, said Dr. Stacy
Drury, associate director of Tulane University’s
Brain Institute…That’s why traumatized children
have difficulties with anger management,
impulse control and the processing and
retention of information, Drury said.

…

Children who are disruptive or disinterested in
class, or appear prone to violence or anti-social
tendencies, may be doing so not because they
are ‘rotten’ kids, but because they have been
exposed to traumatic events at an early age and
have not received the therapeutic care they
need, the [Institute of Women and Ethnic
Studies] president and CEO Dr. Denese
Shervington said.”

The Children of Central City: Science of Trauma
Richard A. Webster & Jonathan Bullington,
nola.com – New Orleans

The Good
Media can hold systems or institutions accountable, and offer
evidence-based prevention strategies
“[Essex Police] suggested [Lumumba] seek
a restraining order…[the Essex Police
Chief] stated. ‘We do try but we cannot
make people take help.’
However, the officers who responded to
those calls for help failed to conduct an
11-question screening that has proven
successful at deterring domestic violence
homicides. Garey, in an interview three
weeks after Lumumba's death, was still
unaware of the test, known as a lethality
assessment, that Vermont’s Center for
Crime Victim Services has spent the past
five years pushing departments to
implement.”

Jess Aloe and Elizabeth Murray,
Burlington Free Press– Burlington

The Good
Media can hold systems or institutions accountable, and offer
evidence-based prevention strategies
“The questions are designed to
help illuminate the danger for the victim,
said Elyssa Boisselle, who coordinates
the legal program at STEPS to End
Domestic Violence. ‘I think it’s very
common in some of these situations
when someone’s being abused to
normalize that abuse,’ Boisselle said.
‘So they may not see how dangerous it is.’
If police had determined Lumumba to be
at high-risk for being killed, the officers
would have told her they needed to call
a hotline, which is run by Boisselle’s
organization.”

“A 2013 study showing the effectiveness
of lethality assessments asserts that
strong direction from police chiefs is
necessary to smooth out any early
missteps, like officers failing to use the
assessment during domestic violence calls.”

Given the importance of
how injuries and violence
are covered in the news
and other mass media,
we decided to host a
training for media
professionals.

Planning Process
What do we want to
accomplish?

Who is a credible speaker?

What resources do we have?
How do we recruit
media professionals?
Who do we want to attend?

What kind of training(s)
are media professionals
interested in?

How do we evaluate this?

Speakers
Bruce Shapiro
•

•
•

Executive Director of the Dart Center for
Journalism and Trauma, Columbia
University Graduate School of Journalism
Award-winning reporter on human rights,
criminal justice and politics
Recipient of the International Society for
Traumatic Stress Public Advocacy Award
for "outstanding and fundamental
contributions to the social understanding
of trauma."

Dart Center
• Focuses on encouraging innovative reporting
on violence, conflict and tragedy worldwide
• Resources
– Covering mass shootings
– Interviewing witnesses
– Journalist self-care
– Working with children and
vulnerable populations

Speakers
Michael Davis
• Southern Regional Manager,
Solutions Journalism Network
• Recommended by Bruce
• Mission to spread the practice
of solutions journalism:
rigorous reporting on
responses to social problems
• Experience working with
southern news outlets

Solutions Journalism Network
• Trains journalists to cover the whole story — what’s
wrong and the responses to those problems
• Supports solutions-reporting projects that move the
needle in communities around the world

• Brings journalists together to learn, share, and
collaborate — helping the solutions approach spread
• Catalyzes activities that connect solutions reporting to
constructive, de-polarizing public conversations

• Gets high-quality solutions stories to the people and
institutions who need them to make change

“

Solutions journalism heightens
accountability by reporting on
where and how people are
doing better against a problem
— removing excuses and
setting a bar for what citizens
should expect from institutions
or governments.
From SolutionsJournalism.org

”

Local Journalist Panel
Michelle Hunter
Crime & Courts Reporter, The Times-Picayune

Mike Perlstein
Investigative Reporter, WWL-TV

John Simerman
Reporter, The Advocate

Agenda
• Lots of time for
working sessions
and discussion
• Bureau of Family
Health resources

Budget
• Consultant fees and travel costs for Dart
Center and Solutions Journalism Network
• Speaker fees for local journalists
• Food and beverages (donated)
• Partnership with Tulane University Violence
Prevention Institute
– Credibility
– Venue and logistics
– Building collaboration/promoting VPI

Recruitment
• Eventbrite registration
• Bureau of Media and
Communications

• Tulane University
Violence Prevention
Institute
• Current connections
with news outlets

Who Came?
• 29 media professionals
– Reporters, video journalists, editors, producers,
managers, news directors

•
•
•
•
•

Online and print newspaper
TV and radio station
Documentary films
PR and advertising
Multiple areas of Louisiana

Evaluation
• Satisfaction in training content and speakers
• Follow-up with Bruce and Michael as experts
• Change in stories
– Story Tracker

storytracker.solutionsjournalism.org

How Did We Do?
Overall Workshop Rating

15%
Good

46%
Very Good

38%
Excellent

Recommend to a Colleague

100%
Yes

How Did We Do?
80%

Strongly Agree
Agree

70%

Neutral

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Topics Relevant

Capable Using Info in
Work

Content Organized

Dart Met Expectations SJN Met Expectations

How Did We Do?
Most Useful Aspects
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning new resources
SJN presentation
Dart presentation on trauma
Journalist panel
Self-care strategies
Discussions with other journalists
“The working groups were helpful due to
the questions asked. The journalist panel
was also very interesting.”

“I enjoyed learning some new
resources, specifically the
Solutions Journalism part. I had
not heard of that resource before
and it gave me some good ideas
for reworking stories.”

“Dart training on trauma - in
particular, the specific, researchbased best practices on
interacting with sources who have
experienced trauma.”

How Did We Do?
Suggestions for Improvement
• Shorter workshop
• Keeping presentations on time
• More info on working with
traumatized sources
• Examples of trauma-informed
stories
• Women presenters
• More discussion with peers
• More Q&A time

“Maybe more clearer, deeper
discussions of how to work with
sources, also examples of
trauma-informed stories and
time to read and discuss.”

“I would just make it a tad bit
shorter. There was so much good
information, but because it ran
over a bit on each segment, it
pushed the topics back some.”

“Dessert?”

Potential Impact
“I'm definitely going to look into SJ
more…want to follow some of the
panelists work to see how they're
doing stories to give me some better
ideas to make this more effective
aside from just running mugshots
sometimes.”

“Look more at solutions journalism
and consider approaching trauma
victims differently.”

“Use more empathy when
covering sensitive topics.”

“Expand coverage of traumatic
events to have more context.”

“Question phrasing, story
structure to not just point
out a problem but consider
how to fix them.”
“I will be more mindful of giving interview subjects
clear explanations of why I am interested in their
stories and how I plan to use those stories - I will be
more mindful of including potential solutions in
reporting.”

Lessons Learned
For future media trainings
Choose the right speakers!
• Name recognition matters
Public health professional culture ≠ news media professional culture
• Modify training structure accordingly
• Choose one or two strong facilitators
2hr

Multiple, shorter, topic-specific trainings likely more effective
• Limitations: funding and staff/organizational capacity
Media professionals interested in more training around:
• Interviewing traumatized sources/witnesses
• Covering mass causality incidents
• Avoiding clichés when reporting on violence and crime
• Using a public health lens to cover violence
• Topics beyond gun violence (sexual violence, natural disasters, civil unrest)

Lessons Learned
For working with media in general
Crime is a different division than health or investigative reporting
• Violence = crime = rapid response time needed
• May want to focus limited resources on investigative reporters
Most reporters are interested in, but unaware of public health
resources & recommendations
We (public health) don’t make it easy!
• Deadlines ÷ Bureaucracy × Limited Capacity
Media and public health professionals need to build two-way
relationships
• How can we help each other?

Lessons Learned
When a reporter calls…
• Be ready to respond QUICKLY
• Prepare talking points on hot topics in advance
• Quotes are more likely to be published than general
commentary: put your resources or solutions in a usable
quote.

Don’t wait for the call to start working with media!

Limitations & Challenges
Resources to keep momentum going
• Funding for training & technical assistance
• Staff time and capacity

Evaluation
• How to track differences in coverage?
• How to measure impact?

Managing expectations
• Trying to instill a complex skill set that requires practice,
in a high-turnover field

Future Directions
Be more “media-friendly” as an organization
• Resources, materials and data need to be easy to find,
use, and understand
• Expand our bank of media-ready talking points

Host additional media trainings
• …or partner with other agencies who can host
• May work with Solutions Journalism to host a webinar

Build better relationships with media professionals and
news outlets
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